Summary
wild-derived microbiota did not consistently buffer larval growth, probably due to the 179 difficulty to precisely control the quantity and composition of the inoculated fecal 180 microbiota, we returned to the mono-association model for subsequent studies.
182
If the observed growth variation in GF larvae indeed reflects the "unleashing" of the 183 host's genetic potential due to the loss of a buffering mechanism provided by gut 184 microbes[2], then we hypothesized that other physical fitness traits in a fertile surviving
185
GF population should in principle also exhibit greater phenotypic variation. We therefore 186 examined the variances in pupariation timing and adult emergence in the F 2 progeny of 187 the inter-DGRP strain crosses (Fig.S3a) . First, individual GF larvae pupariated and 188 eclosed later, but the variances in the pooled data were greater than that of mono-189 associated counterparts ( Fig.2c and 2d) ; from each vial containing an equal number of 190 larvae, the variances of pupariation and eclosion were also greater in the GF samples
191
( Fig.2e and 2f ). Therefore, both inter-individual and among-population variances in 192 developmental timing and adult emergence are reduced. Lastly, GF adults were slightly 193 shorter (Fig.2g) ; the sizes of representative organs, expressed as area of the eye and the 194 wing, were also smaller, yet the variances in these traits were greater (Fig.2h, Fig.S3g ).
195
Furthermore, the wing/body-length allometric slopes remained unaltered, but the
196
individual GF values were more dispersed along the slope (Fig.S3i,j) ; when taken as a 197 ratio (wing length/body-length), the variance was greater in the GF flies (Fig.S3h) capacity of the bacteria (Fig.4) . Specifically, variation in larval size (Fig.4a ),
237
developmental timing ( Fig.4b and 4d ) and adult emergence ( Fig.4c and 4e crosses (see Figure S3a for crossing schemes). used to fit the data). and wing size (h., the difference in mean wing area for females, P=0.0010, *** for males,
f). , g)., h). and i). Hierachical clustering (f and

392
P=0.124, ns) are greater in the GF population than in the mono-associated population.
393
The adult data sets presented in Fig.2g and 2h and in aligned R2 BAM files. This generated the count matrix that was used for further analyses.
523
The data was subsequently transformed using the voom method and analyzed using the R
524
Limma package [31, 32] .
526
The raw expression data of BRB-Seq has been deposited in ArrayExpress (accession control and RNAi strains were crossed to y,w;; tubulin-GAL80 ts ,daugtherless-GAL4.
621
"GD" refers to the VDRC RNAi GD collection. "KK" refers to the VDRC RNAi KK 622 collection. For specific genotypes, refer to Material and Methods. its corresponding mono-associated length at Day 7 for the RNAi knockdown experiment.
627
(Null hypothesis: Slope =1. P=0.0008 , the null hypothesis is therefore rejected ). These 628 data points were fitted into an unconstraint model. For specific genotypes, we refer to 629 Table 2 and Methods.
630 Figure S2 632 a). Experimental setup to perform BRB-seq-based transcriptomics on individual larvae.
633
Flies from three DGRP strains were reared in GF conditions. Egg-laying was panel), and genes associated to "response to nutrient levels", "cellular response to 662 starvation" and "t-RNA modification" were down-regulated by Lp WJL (bottom panel).
663
Therefore, both microbe detection and nutrient adaptation drive the most significantly 664 detected transcriptomic changes in mono-associated larvae. 
714
(8g/L, orange)= 27.0%, CVwt (purple)= 18.9%. Figure S4 
